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 Setting the scene
What is student attrition?
 Current theories on Student Attrition
 Current evidence on factors affecting it
 Variations across disciplines
 Faculties/schools/programs as sub-
cultures
4It is a game of money, honour and patronage.
The publicationof the first set of teaching
and learningrankings for Australia's
universities has coincidedw ith an analysis
of AustralianResearch Council grants that
shows – surprise, surprise – that men in
traditionalsubjects in the older universities
do better.That mixture of grievance and
defensivenesscharacteristic of higher
educationcame quickly to the fore....
5It is a game …. (Cont’d)
All thosewho thinkthe teachingand
learning outcomes(prepared by the
federal educationdepartment) were
“flawed” or “misleading”, or just plain
wrong, need to come up with a better
measure. …
(Aitkin, 2005, p. 33; emphasis in original)
6It is a game …. (Cont’d)
My guess is that therew ill usuallybe as
much within-universityvariation as
across-universityvariation, so that a
single indexfigure for each university
will concealas much as it reveals…
(Aitkin, 2005, p. 33; emphasis in original)
7Whatis studentattrition?
 Student leaves without graduating
 Not course pass rates
 Converse of retention
 Similar to Progression
 Related to completion
 Churners and program attrition
 Moving to a different institution
 First year rate highest
8Isstudent attritionBAD?
A case can be made that attrition is
not necessarily bad or not
necessarily always bad.
9Isstudent attritionBAD?
 Survival of the fittest
 Improves graduate outcomes
 Fills quota
 Concentrates resources on ablest students





…the broad dimensions of a theory of student
retention are starting to emerge. Among other
























50 ,000 students across 262 U.S.
institutions. Multivariate regression
analysis of 47 factors.
Most important factors for completions:













Gives bi-variate regression r2 (%) values




















$ Most advantaged 66.2
$ Most disadvantaged 62.2
AustralianPredicted Completionrates
(Martin et al, 2001)( Commenced 1993)
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Science 58.3
Arts, Humanities, Soc. Science 58.4
Engineering, Surveying 59.4
Agric., Animal husbandry 62.4
Bus., Admin., Econ. 62.5
Architecture, Building 64.7
Education 71.4










39%Not clear what career opportunities exist
44%Work commitments
46%Lack of interest in that program
51%Lack of motivation
56%Financial problems
(QSA, 2004; Table 32 )
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Whatstudents say……..
(QSA, 2004, Table 32)
5%Inadequate literacy/numeracy skills
6%Inadequate computer skills
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(Danaher, Bowser and Somasundaram, 2005)
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CQUVariation byProgram
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(Danaher, Bowser and Somasundaram, 2005)
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SomeQuestions
 Should we worry about or celebrate
cross-program/cross-discipline student
attrition?
What should we focus on – Faculties,
schools, programs or courses?
 Should we tighten recruitment? – How?




We suggest that both conceptually
informed and methodologically framed
dialogue and multi-variate analysis of
data are necessary next steps in
understanding why progression rates vary
so much within institutions and across
disciplines, in order to extend our
collective understanding and
management of the departure puzzle.
Danaher, Bowser and Somasundaram (2005)
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